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CONCLUSIONS

To provide preliminary design data for refinement of the Automated
Terminal Services (ATS) concept [1], a study of airport traffic was
initiated. Data was acquired on aircraft behavior in a typical
traffic pattern at Manassas Airport: an uncontrolled, primarily
general aviation airport. A time step computer model of the multi-
aircraft traffic situation was generated. Variour statistics of the
traffic were extracted and potential collision warning logics
exercised to determine alarm rates. The re3ults have Laplications
for both the effectiveness of proposed nirborne collision avoidance
systems in the traffic pattern and of grourJ based concepts that
include threat detection such as ATS.

Data was acquired un the multi-aircraft traffic situation for two
45 minute periods at a single airport. This small sample yieided
statistics compatible with more extensive NASA studies of the traffic
pattern [6,7]. However, these NASA studies did not include simulta-
neous aircraft track data. The alarm rate computations require
relative aircraft positions and therefore are based exclusively on
the data presented here.

Sped4fic results of this study include:

1. Some observations (based on the 45 minutes of 150 operations
per hour data) have impact on the general design of an automated
advisory service such as ATS. They area

a. Touch-and-go operations account for over 50% of the
total operations.

b. Only about 11% of the tracks exhibit unexplained
non-standard pattern behavior, but another 16% execute
maneuvers that can be interpreted as escape behavior
due to traffic.

c. At the point of passing abeam the runway threshold
on downwind leg, a given aircraft always had at least
one and as many as five other tirLraft ahead in the
landing sequence with an average value of 2.6. The
sequence order was preserved to landing for all aircraft
that actually landed during the 45 minute sample period
except for one instance ýf cutting into the pattern
and two straight-in approaches.

Preeing page blank
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2. Alarm rates were briefly studied for two classes of threat
aetection logics: those using only range and range rate data,
such as might be available in an airborne collision avoidance
system, and those also using vector miss distance information,
such as a AEromd based ATS system would have available through
tracking. rarameters for warning time, miss distance, and range
threshold were varied to determine senFjitivity of the alarm rates
to these values. Some significant results are:

a. At warning times of 125 seconds, the use of miss
distance information can reduce alarms by 61% with
respect to a T-with-immediate-range only criterion.

b. At the high 150 opera ions/hour rate, there is a 50%
chance that an aircraft w.1l be declared in conflict
during a single operation ("track") using the "airborne"
logics. This reduces to 25% with the. "ground based"
systems.

c. If an alarm is given from an airborne system, there
is a 50% probability that an additional aircraft besides
the threat aircraft is within 0.5 nmi. This raises
questions about pilot identification of the correct threat
when the alarm is given without bearing information.

d. Approximately a third of the alarms given by a
ground based bystem are "true" alarms in the sense that
actual "escape" behavior was observed for those aircraft
during the data collection effort.

e. Using different alarm logics (and/or parameters) in
different regions of the traffic pattern can result in
a reduction of alarms (e.g., 33% reduction demonstrated)
and an increase in the fraction of al ,-ms that are
"predictive" of true events. This tyi of adap'cati-n can
be easily arranged in the software of a ground based system
and is expected to be useful in ATS design.

3. As operation rates increased, it was observed that regularity
of the traffic and conformance to standard procedure increased.
Tt r• I;xpectcl that this same effect would occur if an electronic
system were monitoring and encouraging well structured trat ffc.
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1. INIRODUCTION

A concept for providing Automated Terminal Cervices (ATS) is
being explored within the FAA Office of System Engineering

Management. This ATS concept proposes a scanning beacon radar
and minicomputer at each ATS airport, with computer generated

voice messages transmitted on VHF aeronauticai radio to the

pilots. Such a system would be used at airports that might
otherwise require the installation of a tpianned control tower.

It also could play a role in reducing the nunber of hours a

tower would be manned at presently controlled airports. Along
with other services, a key safety feature of this system would

be automatic detection of conflicts between aircraft and warning

to the pilots of the potential. collision threat. The concept is
described in detail in the report FAA-EM-76-6, "A Description

of the Automated Terminal Services Concept" [1].

To provide preliminary design data for ATS, a study was initiated

ta 1) observe air traffic in close proximity of the VFR traffic
pattern, 2) create a realistic model of ruch traffic providing
a time stepped picture of the traffic over the period observed,

and 3) perform an analysis of traffic bchavior and the alarm
rate properties of possible threat detection logics in the
pattern.

This report contains data on air traffic observed at the Manassas

Municipal Airport (Davis Field), an uncontrollcd general aviation
airport located in Virginia whicn is typical of the class of
i.rports considered for ATS. Alarm rate results _f aplying

;everal possible logics for the automatic collision detection
function are presented. Insight into the behavior of threat
detection in the traffic pattern is ýro-!ded by comparing
potential ATS alarm rates with those that might be experionced

by an airborne collision avoidance system (ACAS).

While this ,tudy ii essentially a single polnt measurement of the

traffic pattern at une airport, the stdtistics acquired are con-
sistent with the fairly extensive multi-airport results on traffic
beha-;_-or ii, the 7'i- traffic pattern acquired by other investi-

gators [6 and 7]. However, these earlier studies considered
each aircraft track entirely ind-•peadent of other tracks and

then collected total statistical descriptions of the traffic.

In this process, relative nformation about atrcraft trajectoru's
is not obtained, and the performaice of threat detection logics

can not be evaluated using this data. The alarm rates given
here ire therefore based only on the Manassas data described in
this report.

1. 1



Organization of the document is as follows: The method of
traffic observation and the creation of the model is described
in Section 2. Section 3 contains summary description of the
traffic, including traffic pattern characteristics such as3 pattErn dimensions and interarriv.-,l times. The model is then
systematically studied for alarm rates under seve-al different
logics and parameter sets for detection of collision hazard.
Thin ia described in Section 4. Section 4 also contains 3 study
of true and false alarms in various parts of the pattern (under
a suitable definition of "true' alarm). The analysis in
Section 4 i IiizecUy relevant to analyzing the relative behavior
of airborne cullision avoidance systems and ground-based systems
in the traffic pattern environmen,:. Summary is presented in
Section 5.

1- 2



2. THE TRAFFIC MODEL

This section describes the process of obtaining the primary data
sets, the two traffic models of Manassas Atrport. It also
contains an estimate of accuracy of these models. Various terms
and abbreviations are defined in Appendix C.

2.1 Choice of AiMrort

Manassas Municipal Airport (David Field) in Virginia was chosen
as the uncontrolled airport to be studied. This choice was made
after comparison of uncontrolled airports in the vincinity of the
Washington National and Dulles Airports. The factors considered
were that: 1) the airport should be busy s-nough, (Manassas
experienced 80,000 annual operations in 1974) and 2) should be
typical in its operating practices (Manassas is a single rtmway
airport, follows a standard left hand pattern, allows touch and
go, and has no •iu~ual topography).

Table 2-1 summarizes Manassas airport data. Figure 2-1 shows
the map of the airport and vicinity

2.2 Overview of the Models

Thp output data sets consist of two models of traffic in Lhe
immediate vicinity of Manassas airport corresponding to two
traffic densities, low and high. These two models are referred
to as Manessas I and Mana~sas II respectively, throughout this
teport. Each model represents 45 zeinutes of real traffic. It
consists of a data set, ordered -;L time on a 4 second scan by
scan basis, giving data on all aircraft at each time epoch.
Tht-s, ai: each scan. X,Y,Z,X,Y,Z i-uformation is provided for
each aircraft in the sysZem'. TLe, data, in this static form,
exists on tapes. The data formats are described in Appendix D,
with tapes presently stoeai at MIT'ItE!Washington.

2.3 The Method

Appendix A describxs full experivientaai details of how raw data
was col-ected and how it ios rvduced into final data sets. A
brieef descriptioo is prrvided ia thip, section.

The raw data wazi obtaitted by manual observation at the airport.
1#he infornn.tion g-itherci was absolute times of important events
in aircraft protiles and .:peed and position on duwnwind leg.
The p inciCi klivolved 6 C'Yst.rvers. Each observe;: was equipped
4i'th a portablo casaette tape recorder for recc-r'ding his
toumeiI:,•:in zeal time and a pair of b1nocularr for observing

2-1
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TABLE 2-1

MANASSAS MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (H.ARRY P. DAVIS FIELD)

Location: 380 43' N - 770 31' W

Altitude: 186 fe, • MSL

Single Runway ( dominant use: RWY 34)

Runway Length: 3700 feet

UNICOM ai 122.8 MHz

Touch and Go's allowed

Annual Ope.ations Count: (1974 Data Airport Manager's Estimates)

GA local 40,000

GA Itinerant 39,000

Air Taxi 1,000

Total 80,000

2 32
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traffic. Two of the observers were stationed with surveying
transits to be used tor measuring speed and position on downwind.

For each aircraft obtained visually in the airport area, a
verbal description of its flight profile is recorded in real
time on the cassette tapes. The descriptions are so made as to
correlate exactly to the times that the events occur. The time
intervals are measured by playing back the tapes ,t a later date.
A list of possible events for traffic in this environment is
shown in Table 2-2. The method anticipates that most aircraft
in the vicinity of the runway follow a left-handed traffic
pattern as shown in Figure 2-2. A flight profile is thus
obtained for each aircraft In the system, a profile being made
up of straight and turn sections, with time in each section
known by observation. Since times of crossing each end of the
runway (whichevwr is applicable) are known, these afford
position fixes for the flight profiles. In addition, each
aircraft on the downwind leg of the pattern has its speed,
position and time at one point on downwind fixed by an optical
transit-based method described in Appendix A. Thus, for all
circulating aircraft we have the time information for the
entire profile, plus we have three points in its flight (the two
ends of the runway and one point on downwind) fixed in space.

Given the times for all sections of the profile if we assume
speed and heading in each section, we can deduce x-y values of
the flight profile. The assumed speed determines the size
while the assumed headings determine the shape of the pattern.
This may seem to lead to an infinite number of solutions.
However, since we know three points in space and speed on down-
wind, the fit is not as free as it might appear. Only a certain
range of combinations of speed and heading changes can fit the
time profile. To begin with, patterns are assumed to be nearly
rectangular, (unless otherwise observed) and reasonable speed
profiles for changes in ground speeds are assumed. Then each
aircraft is projected through each section. A process of trial
and error is used to find a set of speed or heading changes such
that the resulting x-y profile fits the three points known to
belong to it. This fit (that contains the speed, heading and
each -action of the flight) is the first representation of the
track in the process of aota reduction. An altitude piofile is
then assumed for the track on the basis of any qualitative
altitude obt.ervations and normal aircraft behavior. The entire
profile is then converted into a 4 sec scan picture of the
entire traffic. The resulting data set is tested for unreason-
able, construction induced aircraft proximities. if an aircraft
pair is found to be too close, changes in the fitted headings
and apeeds are made. so as to adjust the tracks to better

2-4



TABLE 2-2

EVENTS OBTAINED BY OBSERVERS

. Time of lift off

. Time an outbound aircraft passes over the end of the xunway

at the takeoff end

. Time a landing a1rcraft passes over the landing threshold

. Time of touchdown

. Times of the beginning and end of all turns
(e.g., begin turn to crosswind, end of turn to final, etc.)

. Time aircraft first acquired

. Any other events of in,.erest that may occur for aircraft that
don't fly a standard piofile and a description of these events.

2-5
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ii

represent the actual traffic behavior originally observed. The

criteria for this cleaning operation are described in Appendix A.
Estimates of the accuracy of the resulting model are provided in
the next section.

2.4 Actual Experimental Conditions and Accuracy Estimates

Data for the low density model (HANASSAS-I) was gathered on
Sunday, May 5, 1974 from 2:30 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. There was a
gusty 20 knot crosswind from south-west with scattered clouds
and more than 10 miles visibility. RWY 16 was in use. Only two
observers were used. Transit measurements were not made and
information on speed and position on downwind ww therefore not
available for MANASSAS-I.

Data for the high density model (MANASSLS-II) was gathercd on
Saturday, October 26, 1974 from 1:15 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. There
was a 10 knot wind very nearly along the runway. The sky was
clear. In short, it was excellent flying weather. RWY 34 was
in use. The complete observation process descriled earlier was
used for MANASSAS-II. The overall accuracy of the high density
model is thus improved with respect to the low density model.

The overall accuracies within the pattern may be studied by
simple geometrical methods reflecting the process of fit, for

first order estimates. Intuitively speaking, all errors are
largest about midway between those points known accurately,
namely, the two ends of the runway and the point established
precisely by the transit. The accuracy of the position infor-
mation therefore depends upon the type of track and portion of
the track recorded. If an aircraft does not land or lift off
from the runway or cross the transit lines of sight on downwind,
its position is known very poorly, based on Judgment only. On
the contrary, for a circulating aircraft (40% of the tracks),
the position is known to within 1000' at all times since three
points on the trajectory are known very accurately.

Appendix B contains a detailed error analysis. Estimates of the
overall accuracies in MANASSAS-II are given in Table 2-3. The
table shows that accuracies are different for different parts of
the pattern. The overall expected volue of the position accuracy
is 850'. Position and speed on downwind are unknown in MANASSAS-I.
Mean values for errors in MANASSAS-I are estimated to be twice as
much as those for MANASSAS-II.

2-7
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3. SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TRAFFIC

This section contains statistics on the behavior of air traffic
near Manassas Airport as observed on the two days, MANASSAS-I on
May 5, 1D74, and MANASSAS-Il on October 26, 1974.

3.1 Gross Traffic Mix

Table 3-1 contains an overview of the two models. Both models
are of 45 minutes duration. MANASSAS-II has an hourly operations
rate of nearly 150, more than 3 times that of MANASSAS-I. A
total of 37 different aircraft use the airspace in MANASSAS-II,
compared to 17 in MANASSAS-I. An aircrft in MANASSAS-II stays
in the system about 50% longer than in MANASSAS-I.

On the average, there are five to six aircraft in the model at
all timee in MANASSAS-II - more than 3 times as many as in
MANASSAS-I. Touch and Go's exist in both models and we see that
the denser situation can create fairly long departure queues.
The most dramatic effect of the denser traffic is seen in the
phenomenon of aborting aircraft. About every sixth track* in
MANASSAS--Il is seen to exhibit some type of an abortive maneuver,
such as resulting from an unsuccessful entry where the downwind
traffic is such that the aircraft decides to leave the pattern.
This phenomenon is discussed later in greater detail and has
important consequences for the design of any automatic traffic
control system.

Table 3-2 provides a detailed breakdown of airport operations.
Landing and departure each contribute one operation. A touch
and go contributes two operations. An over flight contributes
one operation. We see that over 50% of the operations are
accounted for by touch-and-go's.

Table 3-3 provides a breakdown of the types of tracks observed.
50% of all tracks in MANASSAS-II are of the circulating type.
Thus, every second airborne aircraft is circulating in the
pattern.

3.2 Order and Disorder in the Pattern: Effect of Traffic Deuisity

One of the most striking features of MANASSAS-II is the existence
of so many instances of abortivw tracks. This is clearly related
to its increased traffic density. We have a dual situation here.
As the traffic density goes up, we expect that aircraft may start

*See Glossary
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TABLE 3-1
SOME OVERALL TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

VARIABLE MAIIASSAS-I MANASSAS-II

Duration of Model 45 minutes 45 minutes

Number of Operatione- in Model 33 ill

Hourly Operations Rate Implied 43 148

Number of Distinct Aircraft in 17 37
Model (Distinct Tail Numbers)

Average Duration of an Aircraft
(a specific tail number) in Model

Average Number of Aircraft in
Model at one time 1.6 5.6

Peak Number of Aircraft in Model
at one time

Peak Number of Touch & Go per 9
Aircraft 7_9

Peak Length of Departure Queue 1 6

Total Number of "Tracks"*
Exhibiting Some Type of Abortive 0 13
Maneuver

Total Number of "Tracks"* in Model 25 79

* See glossary for definition of "Track".
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TABLE 3-3
MIX OF TRACK* - TYPES

Number of Tracks*
In Model (45 min)

TYPE
MANASSAS-I MANASSAS-II

Circulating Patterns* 8 34

Coming to Land 8 14
Aborting at Entry - 7#

ARRIVALS on Downwind

Performing Go-
Around

Off Crosswind 8 10
DEPARTURES Aborting an 4

Downwind Near Base

OVERS 1 5

Initial Tracks - 3

UNKNOWN Initial Track
Performing Go- -I#

Around

TOTAL 25 79

* See Glossary for definition.

# These tracks involve an abortive maneuver performed by aircraft.
There are a total of 13 of these.
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showing a greater orderliness in the pattern. If the traffic
becomes tco dense, however, aircraft may start breaking out of
the pattern for reasons of lack of space or traffic hazards.
It is of interest to any terminal air traffic control system to
see how regular or orderly the behavior of aircraft in a typicaL
terminal airspace is. In this section we delineate these
characteristics of MANASSAS-I and MANASSAS-II.

Manassas Airport has no published traffic pattern contradicting
the standard left hand traffic pattern normally flown by VFR
aircraft at uncontrolled airports. The traffic pattern shown
in Figure 3-1 is the FAA recommended standard traffic pattern,
(Reference 8) and is taken here as a point of departure. An
aircraft track conformii.g to this standard will be called
"regular", one not conforming wi'.l be called "irregular". Thus,
straight-ins and crosswind entries are irregular in our definition.
Appendix C describes the various possible regular and irregular
tracks.

"Table 3-4 contains a detailed su-mnary of all irregularities
observed on both days of observation. We see that about 25% of
all tracks exhibit some type of irregular behavior in both
models, the proportion being slightly greater for MANASSAS-II,
the higher density model. This count, however, includes those
irregularities that ore correlated with traffic hazard. The
numbers in parenthesis in Table 3-4 are the irregularities that
were apparently caused due to pilot action initiated in response
to busy traffic conditions. Thus, an aircraft attempting to
enter the pattern by a standard 450 entry may abort its entry
by a right turn because of existing traffic on downwind in a
position of threat or congestion. (There are 6 such instances
in MANASSAS-II). Similarly, an aircraft well established on
downwind, eligible for turniirg base after having crossed the
threshold line, may decide to abort due to too many aircraft
existing on base and/or final. This latter type of abort
typically involved turns and simultaneous climbs. (There are
four such instances in MANASSAS-II). The table shows that 17%
of all tracks exhibit some such escape maneuver in MANASSAý-lI.

When irregularities caused by pilot perceived traffic hazards
are counted out, we find that the per,:entage of unnecessary ot
unexplainable behavior reduces in MANASSAS-11 to 11%. ThiL
confirms our expectatiGn that wnre standard behavior can be
expected in higher deisJity traffic.
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RECOFAMENDED STANDARD LEFT TRAFFIC PATTERN

*AA

11

UW ODN DOWNWIND

33 CMLTTUNTFINAL AT LES 6/ IEFO UWY

i• ~FINAL ,

ENTER PATTERN IN LEVEL FLIGHT, ABEAM THE MIDPOINT OF THE RUNWAY,
• AT PATTERN ALTITUDE.

2 MAINTAIN PATTERN ALTITUDE UNTIL kBFEAM APPROACH END OF THE LANDING
, RUNWAY, ON DOWNWIND LEG.

3 COMPLETE TURN TO FINAL AT LEAST 1/4 MILE FROM RUNWAY.
S4 CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD UNTIL BEYOND) DEP)ARTURE END OF RUNWAY.

5 IF REMAININC, IN THE TRAFFIC PATTERN, COMMENCE 'TIRN TO CROSSWIND LEG
BEYOND THE DEPARTURE ENi) OF THE RUNWAY, WITHIN 300 FEEI OF PATTERN
All ITIJDE.

6 IF DEPARTING THE TRAFFIC PATTERN, CONTINUlE STRAIGHT OUT, OR EXIT
WI'llI A 45- LEFT TURN BEYOND THE D,,:PART'IRE END OF THE RUNWAY, AFTER
REACH il,(; PATTERN ALTITITUDE.

FIGURE 3-1
FAA RECOMMENDED STANDARD TRAFFIC PATTERN
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TABLE -4
IRREGULAP BEHAVIOR I11 PATTERN .•REA

NMu*cr of Instances in Model (45 minutes)

TYPE OF IRREGULAk BEHAVIOR NAWSAS-1 MANASSAS-lI

SUMIVISION aaA PISCRIer"LlI

Nons tondard Entdpin Jtrstge.t-lns. - 2
Cronew• n d entriev, 2 3

St-ndtrd Entries Standaind Abortion
(Joinikg downwind (righ, turn) on wtsndsrd
on Entry) 45" Abrto (6)

Non.-Standard Abor tion
(left turn) on stntidrrd
45* Mtry (1)

Departure Sell Left Turn off XWl 1 1
Right Turn off Takeoff Leg 1
Departure off •D

1uwtwind near base Aborting by right turn on lAD
near base (2)
Aborting by non-standard left turn
on DtID near threshold (aLircreft - (2)
performd a 36W xurn)

Take off Tur, to croeasvnd while
still over the WY

Landing Go-around by small right turn
and climb (2)
Go-around by climb only 1"

Over Flight through airepace 1

Total ot all irregular instances 6 22

I of Total tracks xltbbJtJing irregular ý havior 24% 28Z

Total It of Tracks possibly related- to

some traffic hazard(l) (Eacaps behavior) 0 13

% of Total tracks exhibiting
es cape beatvio r /

Total # of tracks exhibiting unexplansbl Irregular (2)
behavio r 6 y

I ,f all trackse with inexplanablo irregulvr

gahavior . . Ill

1. Numbers In parent-hs.a represent In•ta.ces that are Wct pcrobabsly caused by
trsafti conditions (hazard. tedium, etc, )

2. "Unexpjmable lrregular" btahavior raters to instative. detiniuely r3t
related to any (,afftrr heaxrd condllrr.e.

* A laseed app•.ach type r,f fitustlorrr, prrrsrmibiy related to
individual pilot's skill,
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Another interesting aspect of orderliness in heavier traffi c
is the celf ordering behavior of aircraft in pattern. A closer
look at MANiSSAS-II reveals that wheit aircraft on doxir.wind are.
passing threshold in close time proximity, they generally line
themselves up in sequence. We found 1: instances (piirs) where
two aircraft were passing abeam the threshold within 20 seconds
of each other. Of these, in three instances the trailing air-
craft was already aborting it6 pattern on downwind. Of the
remaiing ten instances, in eight the trailing aircraft wns
within 1000 feet lateral spacing of the leading aircraft and the
trailing aircraft was traveling at about the same or slcmer
speed as the lead aircraft. This is clearly a self spacing
Lahv'Aior of aircraft.

The two exceptions were as follows. One involved a twin engine
aircraft, executing a very wide pattern at a much higher speed.
The second exception is an interesting aberrant case. The
trailig &itrcroft passed abeam the threshold 6 seconds after the
leading aircraft and was 1500 feet farther out on a wide down-
wind leg. The trailing aircraft then attempted to break the
sequence by cuttin.' ahead. The pilot regretted his actions later,
for at the time of lar..ii.t the originally leading aircraft was
so close bebini Lhat the offending pilot elected to execute a
go-around.

M33 Sequence Behavior and Inter-Aircraft Times in MANASSAS-I!

The previous section hints at aircraft generally establishing
and maintaining some kind of a sequence in the downwind-base-
final sections of the pattern. We explore this further here.

Aisw the order in whicb aircraft pass abeam threshold on down-
wind as defining the sequence to land', regardless of how far out
the afrcraft is laterally or, base leg. Figure 3-2 is i 10stogram
of tie n:bbr of aircraft that may be considered to be ahead in
the lanTng order at the moment. when an alrcraft is passing
abevac the threshold on downwind. Figure 3-1 shows that in
MANASSAS-Il, at least one and possibly as many as five aircraft
are ah,•,0 waiting to lned. On the average, there ar'e 2.6
aircraft ahead. This nurdLer includes aircraft that may be
aborting aud zhone coming streight !.n. (For the ntraight-i.)a,
an expected tinAe to land was estlmated).
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In assisting the pilot in sequencing his landing in an automatic
advisory system such as ATS, a messa~a containing observed
sequence may be provided. It is of interest to see if a simple
sequence determination rule (such as that given above) is
adequate, i.e., is the declared ordering maintained to landing.
Table 3-5 summarizes the results. We see that with one
exception, the sequence order is maintained in normal circun-
stances. The number to land may, however, be altered becaure an
aircraft on downwind may abort after passing downwind beam
threshold, or an aircraft may be coming straight in.

Figure 3-3 provides a bistogram of inter-arrival times in

MANASSAS-II. There is about one landing per minute on the
average with half the inter-arrival intervals being betwen
25 and 30 seconds.

Figure 3-4 gives a histogram of tnter-departure times. There

Is about one departure every minute.

3.4 Pattern Dimensions Statistics

This section su---rizes major observations on pattern
dimensions.

As discusged in Section 2, the speed and positions of aircraft
on downwind when abeam the threshold are d.&rectly observed in
MANASSAS-II. Figure 3-5 shows the histrgram of speeds. About
75% of all aircraft arr traveling at 90 + 10 knots, although
the total spread is from 60 knots to 7.50 knots. Figure 3-6
shows the histogram of position on downwind abeam the threshold.
75% of the aircraft are a' ,ut 3/4 mile out on downwivid.

SAlthough considerable spread both in speeds and downwind-offsets
exists over the entire model, ws have alL ady seon (Section 3.2)
that this does not happen randomly. Aircraft oc('lring closely
in time are also cluste-ed in space, moving at nearly equal
speeds in trail-type formation.

The primary information obtained for both MANASSAS-l and
MANASSAS-II was tim of event infcrmation as described in
Table 2-2. From this information, the time th t each aircraft
apends in the various sections of the pattern is directly
obtained. This data effectively gives us pattern dimensions
in time units, and is sun rized in Table 3-6. This table
prcvidea average times in each sk-ction, as well as cumulative
O.mt.s fr.om the beginning of crch track. We note the following
important information from this table.
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TABLE 3-6
SUMMARW1 OF ALTERED SEQUENCE NUMBERS OF AIRCRAFT

PASSING JI"RESHOLD ON DOWNWIND FOR MANASSAS-I1

Instances of hircrafr not landing (aborting on downwind 9

after passing threshtld on downwind).

Instances of aircraft coming straight-in to land. 2

Instances of two aircraft switching their sequence between 1
passing thieshold on downwind and crossing threshold to
land.*

In all other cases, the sequence in whictx aircraft pass
threshold on downwind is preserved to landing.

*In this case, trailirg aircraft A cuts ahead of aircraft B. When
on final, B is too close behind and A (the leading aircraft) was
observed to go around.
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Most turns are seen to be about 10 second in duration. This
would imply about a 9*/sec turn rate when turning in the
pattern.

The straight line part of takeoff, crosswind and base sections
are all about 30 seconds or less in duration. The crosswind
section is often only about 20 seconds in duration. In contrast,
the downwind section is about 90 seconds long. Minute-lcng
finals are seen in the high-density model. In MANASSAS-I,
shorter finals are seen.

About 15% of the time in the traffic pattern is spent in turns.
This is an important characteristic of the traffic from the
point of view of collision avoidance systems, which usually
assume straight line flying.

Figures 3-7 and 3-8 give the average pattern dimensions for
MANASSAS-I and MANASSAS-II respectively. The uncertainties
in track headings and speed variations around the pattern
result In uncertainties in these dimensions, as already
sunmarized in Table 2-3. On the average, these dimensions
are accurate to within 1000 feet (lo).

Figure 3-8 also identifies the positions where abortive
maneuvers were estimated to have started in MANASSAS-IT. Most
abortions, whether of aircraft trying to enter the pattern or of
aircraft already within the pattern (those who took off from
the runway) occur oi downwind before coming abeam the threshold,
although one escape maneuver begins on downwind way down near
the base region.

3.5 Aircraft Physical Characteristics

There have been suggestions in past research on automated
traffic services for unattended airports, that aircraft be
identified to each other by their physical appearance, by
voice communication.

Table 3-7 summarizes observed physical characteristics of air-
borne aircraft in MANASSAS-L and MANASSAS-If. The characteristics
in question are the color of the aircraft and wing-type (High
wing or Low wing). When such characteristics were observed,
most of the aircraft were seen to have the standard colors of
either blue and white or red and white. No information on the
type of aircraft ma",e and model was recorded.
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q. ALARM RATES

The goal of this section is to study the feasibility of
collision detection logics in terms of alarm rates in the pattern
environment using the models described in preceding sections.
An analysis of the performance of several collision detection
logics applied to these models is presented. For the purposes
of this analysis, position and velocity informati in is assumed
to be available in "perfect" form as provided by the models.
The effects of surveillance errors and tracking errors on the
performance of the logics is not addressed.

Let us recall that in MANASSAS-II, 13 of the tracks are
characterized by some type of an abortive maneuver on downwind,
related to pilot's perception of existing traffic hazard

(collision, danger) or a traffic situation sucb as an
excessively long downwind leg causing a long final. An
intelligent system may therefore be expected to issue alerts
on some of these situations. The performance goal in this
terminal environment is therefore no longer the reduction of
alarms to zero. Rather, we would expect to minimize the total
frequency of alarms, given that the true hazards are alerted.
In Section 4.1, system alarm rates are studied, while in
Section 4.2, the mix of true and false alarms is analyzed.
The analysis is carried out for four different logics (designated
A,B,C and G) representative of airborne and ground based systems.
For each logic the effect of parameter threshold values, and
traffic density is studied. Finally in Section 4.3, the effect
of airspace region (e.g., entry region versus final approach
region, etc.) is studied.

4.1 Conflict Logics and Parameter Sensitivities

The simple airbori.e collision avoidance (ACAS) systems such
as those designed by RCA, Honeywell or McDonnel-Douglas make
use of measured2 values of separation (range), and derived
values of range rate and altitude difference between aircraft
as well as the vertical speed of the subject aircraft. (See
R.eference 5). Relative bearing between aircraft is not
measured. The parameter i (tau) defined as the ratio of range
to range rate is used as a measure of time to collision for
non-maneuvering aircraft'. A jround based system [1, 3, and 4]
or an advanced airbornc system [10] has access to the vector
velocities of each aircraft. Therefore, in addition to the
parameters mentioned above, projected miss distance and relative
bearing information can be obtained. It will be interesting to
compare performance of each class of system.
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Conflict detrction logics act on pairs of aircraft. Let:

R - Relative Range between two aircraft in nmi

R
T - (Rsnge)/(Rtiige Rate) - dR7dt in seconds

Z - altitude difference between aircraft in feet

MD - projected minimum miss distance between aircraft in nmi

Let RC, TC, ZC and MDC represent the threshold values for these
variables.

We consider four logics representative of airborne and ground
based collision avoidance systems.

The logics are given by the following expressione, where an
alarm is issued when the expression is satisfied:

Logic A: (T < tcIR < R ) & Z Z
-C -C

Logic b: (R < RC) & Z < Z

Logic C: ((T < T & R < RC2 ) )R < RC) & Z < Z
- )IRC2 <R) -

Logic G: ((T < T & MD <MDC)JR < R & Z < Z

Logic A is the nominal ACAS detection logic. It alerts aircraft
based on a tau-criterion to detect collision danger. In addition,
it uses the range criterion to alert aircraft with low closing
rates which are very near each ot)her. Logic B is rh. range only
logic essentially reflecting proximity warning. To encompass
sufficient itok ahead time in higr, closure rate geometries, this
logic can issue a large xiumber of alerts to nearby aircraft not
really in conflict geometries. Logic C is an effort to reduce
the alerts that may be issued by A or B within the constraints
of a simple airtorne system which cannot compute projected
miss distances. It introduces a range cut off R'2 (RC? > Rc)
with the tau criterion. Logics A, B and C can thus be realized
by a simple ranging and altitude telemetry form of airborne
system. They can, of course, also be realized by a ground based
system. Logic G is the most nescriminating logic of the four
logics described. It uses a projected miss distance test and
hence can only be realized by a ground based system or perhaps
an advanced airborne system providing vector data. Many
variants of logic G, utilizing time to closest approach,
modified-i, etc. ate conceivable and exist in the literature.
HLjwev,'r. at snkall look ahead times and miss distanc•,nc, these
becolne neorly equivalent.
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The following nominal threshold values have been used in this
analysis:

TC = 20 seconds (Warning Time)

RC - 0,2 nmi (Immediate Range)

R - 0.3 nmi (Range Cutoff)
CI1

RC2 - 0.4 nmi (Range Trunication on T)

MDC 0.2 nmi (Hiss Distance)

Z 500 feet (Relative Altitude)

Figure 4-1 shows the sensitivity of alarm rates to thk; tau--
threshold in MA.NASSAS-II. Logic A which is the basic tau-logic,
is seen ý:o be quite sensitive to the tau-threshold value.
Logics C and G which impose tighter limit conditions, are less
sensitive to the tau value. Selecting a tau threshold Is a dual
process, of yielding low enough alarm rates and providing large
enough lead times to pilots for whatever correcting action may
be necessary. The latter consideration is outside the scope of
this paper. However, Monte Carlo studies of the lead time value
indicate about 20 seconds effective time at alarm initiation to
be adequate in the pattern [9]. We see that Logic C is able to
provide rates of less than 20 alarms per hou.r for a tau threshold
of 20 seconds.

Figure 4-2 shows the sensitivity of alarm rates to the range
threshold. Logics A and B, ihich issue an alarm whenever the
ranpe threshold RC is violated are seen to be very vulnerable
to Increasing the threshold value. For these Logics, at a
threshold of 0.4 nmi (2400 feet), we are declaring a conflict
every minute in MANASSAS-If. Although Logics B and C can
provide low alert rates at 0.2 nmi threshold, such a low
threshold is probably unusable by itself since in geometries of
higher closing rates, it would mean very low lead times (6 sec
at a track crossing angle of 90* for two aircraft at 105 & 75
knots).

A vertical threshold of 500 feet has been used in both figures
above, Figure 4-3 shows that only a 20 to 30% reduction is
possible with a tighter 200 feet vertical threshold. The effect
of the vertical threshold is not very significant on alarm rates.
There is, of course, considerable altitude correlation in the
traffic pattern and the result is consistent with this
characteristic.
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LOGICS: A: (T < TcI R < 0.2) & Z < 500
,:R < 0.3 & Z-< 500

C: (- "te & R_< 0.4 IR < O02) & Z_< 500

G: (T <- c & D< 0.2 I R < 0.2) & Z < 500

A

40

B

C

20

G

I _ __ _ -

15 20 25

THRESHOLD Tr

(SEC)

FIGURE 4-1
EFFECT OF TAU THRESHOLD ON ALARM RATES IN MANASSAS-II
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LOGICS:

A: (T < 20 R < RC) & Z < 500
B, R < -RC & Z < 500
C: (T-< 20 &R< RC) R < 0.2) & Z < 500
G: (r < 20 & MD-< 0.2 j R< 0.2) & Z-< 500

A
B

80
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40
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_'-;
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RANGE lIhRESHOLD RC
(N.M)

FIGURE 4 2
EFFECT OF RANCE&r THRESHOLD ON
ALARM RATES FOR MANASSAS-I1
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LOGICS:

A: (t < 20 It < 0.2) & Z < ZC
B: R <'0.3& Z -ZC
C: (Tr< 20 & ItR70.4 R < 0.2) &Z < ZC
G: (T < 20 & )6-< 0.2 I R< 0.2) & Z < ZC

- 4 0 P
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C

- 20
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ALTITUDE THRESHOLD ZC IN FEET

FIGURE 4-3
EFFECT OF ALTITUDE 'THRESHOLD ON ALARM

RATES FOR MANASSAS-I1
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Figure 4-4 compares alarm rates for the two models, MANASSAS-I
and MANASSAS-II. MANASSAS-II traffic is three times as dense
as MANASSAS-I. It has nearly nine times as many alarms for any
logic - fine fit for the conjecture that conflicts go up as the
square of the density. This means that the alarms rate per
operation at low density is about a third of that for high
density. Thus, the system could use larger detection parameters
at low traffic densities and still maintain the same alarm rate
per operation as for higher density traffic. By using larger
detection parameters, the system would be giving alerts at
farther distances and earlier times. This many be of value in
a low density flying environment whera one may expect aircraft
not to be flying in as well organized or vigilant a fashion as
in higher density traffic.

Table 4-1 shows some statistics on alarms as seen by the indivi-
dual pilot. It says, that for any of the three ACAS-type logics,
(A,B,C) there is a 60% probability that if I conduct a flight in
MANASSAS-!I (whether a single arrival or multiple touch and goes),
I will be declared to be in conflict at least once in my use of
the airspace. This same value is 37% for the ground based
Logic G. A more normalized number is provided by the percentage
of tracks declared in conflict at least once. (A track is the
smallest logical flight an aircraft may make in the pattern
airspace. The same aircraft may contribute several tracks -

e.g., as many as 10 circulating patterns in MANASSAS-Il. See
Appendix C for definitions.) For Logics A and B, every time I
fly one complete track I have about a 50% chance of getting an
alert sometime in my flight. This reduces to 25% for the ground-
based Logic G. Finally, for Logics A, C and G, when I am in
conflict, I may expect to stay in the conflict condition for
about 8 to 10 seconds. For Logic B, this value is much larger,
22 seconds, because of densely packed in-trail situations in the
traffic.

The fact that aircraft are fairly closely packed in the 0.3 to
0.5 nmi immediate relative range zone is seen in the sensi-
tivity of alarm rates to range threshold in Figure 4-2. This
feature has important consequences for airborne systems. Figure
4-5 shows the probability that a two aircraft conflict (as de-
tected by any one of our logics) is actually part of a larger,
multi-aircraft conflict. A multi--aircraft conftict is simply an
aircraft cluster greater than two in which each aircraft is in
conflict with at least one aircraft. There are no multi-
aircraft conflicts with the airborne C and ground based C logic.
There are many multi-aircraft conflicts for Logics A and B. For
the range only Logic B, at 0.5 nmi threshold, 50% of all two
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LOGICS:

A: (T < 20 I R < 0.2) & Z < 500
B: R 0.3& Z <500
C: (T < 20 & R < 0.4 I R < 0.2) & Z < 500
G: (r < 20 & MD < 0.2 j R< 0.2) & Z < 500
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A U
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(LOW DENSITY (HIGH DENSITY)

50 100
HOURLY OPERATION RATE

FIGURE 4-4
EFFECT OF TRAFFIC DENSITY ON ALARM RATES
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TABLE 4-1
SOME COMPARISONS OF DETECTION LOGICS FOR NOMINAL

PARAMETER VALUES FOR MANASSAS-II

A B C G

•20IR•0.2 R<_O. 3 :_20&Rso.4) (T<20&MDSO.2)

P-<0IR<2 IR<O.2

% OF FLEET 60 60 60 37
IN CONFLICT
AT LEAST ONCE

% OF TRACKS 44 48 39 25
IN CONFLICT
AT LEAST ONCE

AVC DURATION 9.5 22 8 10
OF CONFLICT
IN SECONDS

Vertical Threshold - 500 Feet
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aircraft conflicts are involved ir, a multi-aircraft conflict.
This same number is 15% for a 0.4 nmi threshold for that logic.

Suppose an airborne system detects two aircraft in conflict
using any of the logics A, B or C as specified in Figure 4-5,
with range threshold 0.3 nii. Suppose the system sounds an alert
for both pilots involved to bring to their attention the fact
that each is in conflict (with the other), but suppose that the
system gives no bearing information. Both pilots would therefore
look around to identify the other aircraft of the conflict pair.
However, for at least one of the aircraft in the conflict pair,
there is a 50% probability that we have at least one other
aircraft (other than the conflict aircraft) within 0.5 nmi of it.
(There is a 15% probability that there is another aircraft, other
than the conflict aircr t-, within 0.4 nmi.) In flight, the
exact estimation of distance and conflict geometry is difficult

and the pilot may identify this other aircraft 0.5 nmi away as
the threat aircraft and not even try to locate the true threat
(i.e,, the threat detected by the logic being used).

I &a gZround based or advanced airborne type system, directional
informnrion could be provided with an alert. This would
elininair.e the. po)tential confusion discussed above.

4.2 True and Fuise Alarms

We have aentiloned earlier that conflict alerts are in fact quite
appropriate in MANASSAS-Il. There are times when some observed
aircraft theimelves appear to have considered their course
hazardca and -made abortive maneuvers. About 17% of tracks in
MAHNASSAS--II are related to sucb abortive maneuvers. Detecting
auch I•annzces by an automatic system can therefore be considered
"true" det.ection. If a logic declares a conflict involving an
escaping aix'.r:ft within close temporal proximity preceeding or
following ite ivineuver, the alert is defined to be a "true"
alert. Of thene true alerts, those detections that are made
within 12 &ecunds (i.e., 3 scans) ahead of the time of actual
manuever are defined as "predictive alerts". (It is predictive
in that it preceeded the pilot's observed maneuver. The pilot's
action may hi 'ý been well early with respect to collision so
noni-yrdic:tive dot.• (.at necessarily mean late). Alerts that are
not ansociated with any such observed escape behavior may be
terged "fale!" alerts. No escape maneuvers were observed without
an alert, i.e., no minsed alarum.
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It is clear, that an automatic system such as ATS would aim
at maximizing the ratio of the true alerts to false alerts. It
should also be recognized that the absolute rate of alarms would
be a separate engineering consideration. Even at a fairly high
true alarm to false alarm ratir, if the total alarms per hour
are too high, it may not be desirable to use that particular
logic. In this section a detailed study of this phenomenon is
made.

By assigning specific threshold values to the basic logical
schemes (A, B, C, G) described in Section 4.1, several specific
candidate logics can be considered. Table 4-2 describes ten
different threat detection logics (labeled LPl-LP10) created by
selecting spccific parameters for the preAtously studied logic
schemes. The total number of alarms issued and their composition
into true, predictive and false alarms are described in each case.
Thus, a basic tau-logic LP4 which incorporates a 20 second tau
threshold, declares a total of 22 conflicts, only six of which
are true. This implies almost three false alarms for every true
alarm. ?; introducing a miss-distance criterion as in LP8, for
the same tau-threshold, a total of 12 conflicts are declared,
four of these being true. Here we have two false alarms for each
true alarm. For LP7, which uses a 15 second tau-threshold, we
iet more true alarms than false alarms. We see generally that
increasing threshold values greatly increases false alarms.

An automatic conflict alert system aims at giving a warning to
the pilot in sufficient time to avoid collision. The concept
of the predictive alert attempts to describe those alerts which
were given prtor to the pilot's observed maneuver. We see that
for all logics, about 40% to 50% of all true alerts are
predictive.

4.3 :. Regional Analysis

We expect that for each logic, certaii regions of the airspace
contribute more L-lse alarms than others. The entry-downwind
region is "sloppier", due to aircraft entering at different
points on downwldnd and inherently exhibits higher closing rates.
The final approach region, in contrast, generally contains more
structure due to tighter in-trail geometries. We may expect
each logic to function differently in these regions. We have

already seen that we expect different values for the average
straight line flight time in different parts of the pattern.
Thus, different parts on the pattern impose different upper
limits on lead time values. A ground-based system may be able

to identify where in the pattern area an aircraft is, and thus
be able to use those various differences to optimize the total
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numter of alarms it issues. In this section we study the
•chavior of each logic in different regions of the airspace.

The system variables considered are the predictive and total
alarms.

Figure 4-6 shows the region map used for this study. It contains
10 rectangular zones. The average lattern for MANASSAS-I1 is
shown superimposed on it. For each logic used in Table 4-1, we
now provide "aircraft alert position counts" of aircraft detected
to be in conflict. This is done as follows.

Suppose a conflict involving aircraft A and aircraft B has been
detected by Logic LP of Table 4-2. Suppose A is in zone Zi and
B in ZJ at the first scan that the conflict is detected. The
"aircraft alert position count" for these two zoner is updated
by one each. Iin addition, if the detection occurred from 1 to 3
scans before either A cr B was observed to make an escape
maneuver, then the "pr.i.ctive alert count" in each zone is also
updated by one. The total counts for the entire model (i.e.,
for a•l aircraft pairs in MANASSAS-II) are provided in the maps
of Figure 4-7, one map for each logic. The pair of numbers (n,m)
in each zone refer to its total "aircraft alert positions count"
and the total "predictive alert positions count" respectively.
The number of aircraft positions are always twice the number of
conf I [cts.

We see that Logic LP2 is extremely efficient In the entry region
Z whei-eas it gives tunecessary alarms everywhere else . Logic
LPi. Pi contrast, does not do quite as well in entry region Z.
but is able to predict some other conflicts in the downwind-entry
region X and significantly reduces unnecessary alarms everywhere
else. Suppose we use logic LP2 (i.e., R < 0.3) in the entry zones
1' aý,d Z, and use logic LP7 (i.e., T < 15 and MD < 0.2 1 R < 0.2)
everywhere elge. Figure 4-8 showy a simplified region map
depicting thib A detailed accounting for aach conflict shows
that with such a combination logic, we would declare a to,_i," of
o q',nflicts, 4 of which wou]d be prcdictiP,e. This Is a significant

Yio-kovement in 'predicz:ive" alarms over anythb!ng se~en i:, Table

OthrC logic combinations are powsuible. The one described above

provides the best rztlo of total alercs to predictive alerts,
while also giving a very small number of total alerts.

V7e '-onr-i-de -hat the use of a regf on-dependent logic tn the
traffic patteri, can provide a definite Improveriwt :e),.e using

any one logi( over the unrir' patten, arc%. T'ns appro,-ach should
be explored In designing th, ti reka detect i,, logic )fi an

I Automated Terminal System.
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REGION I
LOGIC: R<0.3

(5,5)*

-WY

REGION2
LOGIC (T<15 & MD<O.21R<_O.2)

(11,3)*

RFYGION I - REGIONS T&Z OF FIGURE 4-6
REGION 2 k ALL A'[ITHER REGIONS OF FIGURE 4-6
TOTAL NO. OF CONFLICTS DECLARED ,, 16/2 - 8
rtrAL NO. OF CONFLICTS PREDICTED WITHIN 4 TO 12

SECONDS OF OBSERVED MANEUVER = 8/2 4

S SEE i-EGEN'D IN FIGURE 4-7 FCR
EXPLANATION OF PAIRED NUMBERS.
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5. S UHRY

This section will note some of the implications of the data pre-
sented above for the Automated Terminal Services concept and
also briafly discuss use .,f an ACAS system in the tiaffic pattern.

The first general observation is that even with no prese.at
regulatory requirements beyond the general left hand traftic
rule,, traffic usually follows the stands-d traffic pattern. As
many a& 150 ho1rly operations have been observed at Manassas
Airport and characteristics of the traffic pattern change con-
siderably with how buisy it is. At low traffic densities, greater
individual variation and more unorderly behavior is seen. At
higher traffic densitias traffic tends to follow the standard
pattern more closely and once in pattern, tends to order itself
more. It appears that using the traffic pattern as the basic
organizing tool for an automated system will be effective. The
natural orderliness of the traffic also indicates that practical
sequencing aids for the pilot can be developed.

The design of a threat detection logic fir ATS will be iufluenced
by some basic points:

1. In the uncontroll.c.d traffic pattern u-ring high
density operations, there is a significant incidence
of pilot" electing to maneuver because of the proximiLy
of otiler traffic. If the AZS system generates a warning
for these c•._es, the design 6oal can iiot be zero alerts
during normal operations.

2. Traffic prox•'mity is such that even modest T and
range criteria yieiJ relatively frequent alerts.

3. The logic s'lould attempt to alario -ily on the
irreducible "tr,.e" conflicts. Factor6 in designing an
acceptable logic include:

a. use of a miss distance criterion.

b. exploitation of the vý.rving traffic
spacing and intent in the vwrious regions
of the traffic pattern.

c. th-esholds might be set tighter during
high density operations (since aircraft are
observed to cperate with more order) an4
e;~a:ded iuring periods of low traffic.
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These will be pursued in developing an effective ATS logic.

Finally, some preliminary estimates of the behavior of an ACAS
system in the traffic pattern can be made as a result of this
work. First, the 30 second warning times that have been con-
sidered for ACAS designs become marginally acceptable in the
pattern. Even a CAS logic with protection volumes defined by
t-au < 15 seconds and immediate rage _< 0.2 nmi yields an alarm
rate of about 1 every 5 minutes. About 151 of these alarms are
true predictive alerts.

Second, an alert without directional proximity warning informa-
tion (PWI) may be almost ineffective in this enviionment due to
the high probability of multiple targets in the immediate
vicinity and the low tau--alues we are considering. These two
factors together would make pilot's sighting the particular
threat aircraft quite difficult. This is especially true in the
downwind-entry region where trrffic is more scattered and closure
rates are higher.

An ACAS system even with low T thresholds would provide some
protection in low closure rate areas such as final approach.
H.mtorical data [2] indicates that about 2/3 of all midair
collisions occur at low convergence angles and this system
would be expected to be useful in those cases. It should be
noted however, that wrtical commands are not very usable in the
pattein. Descend commands can not be issued due to terrain
proximity and climb-commands are undersirable because they disrupt
the partern. It would therefore 'pear that an ACAS system in the
traffic j.3ttern must at most be used to give a simple, short
look-ahead aivisory in case of a threat and leave the avoidance
maneuver to the pilot.
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APPeIUDX A

DATA COULZCTIO AND REDUCTION

This appendix provides full details of the model building activity.
An overview has been given in section 2.3. Here, the elements of
the process are elaborated.

The raw data is time of event data that can be utilized to identify
specific events in the flight of each aircraft. In addition, a
special technique is used to compute speed and position of downwind
aircraft. Section A.1 describes this technique, in theory.
Section A.2 provides the full experimental details of gathering all
required information. Section A.3 describes the process used for
reducing the raw data.

A. 1 Speed and Position Measurement: Theory

We describe here the technique for computing speed and position of
an aircraft in straight flight.

In Figure A-I, let PQR be the path of an aircraft AC moving at ground
speed V. We set ip two observers A & B and three fixed lines of
sight, LU, L2 and L3 as shown. Li and L3 are parallel and both are
perpondicular to Al. L2 is at an angle 6 to Li. Let T1, T2 and T3
be the absolute time of crossing of AC at these three lines of
sight. Thus Tl < T2 and TI < T3. Then,

P~Q. T3-T1
FR T2-Ti

Let RQIPl be a line parallel to AB through R. Then,

PR PIR

Pf_ _ T3-T1
PIR T2-Ti

PIR =D T2-Ti
T3-TI (1)

and PlA - PIR * cotO

T2-Tl"mD *----.-. cot0
T3-Ti

D, TI, T2, T3 and 0 are known. Hence PIR and PIA are known. Thus
the x and y offsets of the aircraft at time T2 are known with
respect to the point A and the line AB.
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Further, let VX be the component of speed along AB. Then

VX PlQl D
T3-Tl T3-Tl

and VX is thus known.

V VX
Cosa

and hence - seca-l
S-

If a is < 160, V iti within 5% of VX

If a is < 230, V is within 10% of VX

The next section includes description of the experimental procedure
used to exploit these relationships to compute point R and speed.
A.2 Experimental Procedure

The fully implemented procedure, used only in the high density case,
involves 6 observers. 4 of these are used for gathering time of
profile events (turn times, etc.) and 2 for the speed and position
measurement on downwind. We describe the following three aspects

in turn:

Technique of time measurements

* Division of responsibility amongst observers

Speed and downwind offset measurements.

Time was recorded by using portable (battery operated) cassette
recorders Lhat ran coutinuously. An observer simply recorded a
continuous verbal commentary of the events he perceijed. (Example:
the red and white high wing is turning to crosswind now.) Since
this was recorded in real time on the cassette tapes, the tape was
simply played back later to retrieve the time information. In order
to minimizz the small nonlinear variations in recording speed and
the consequent discrepancies between recorddi'g and playback times,
frequent time hacks off wrist watches with sweep second hands were
included in the commentary. (Example: At the hack, it will be 1:32
and 50 seconds. HACK.) All watches were synchronized before
starting. Caseettes run for 45 minutes on each side. Hence the 45
minute model!
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Four observers are used to record time-of-eve-at information about.
the traffic pattern traffic. They record informatien of the type
described earlier in Table 2-2. Due to the dimensions of the
pattern (approximately 1 mile out) no one observer is able to
observe fhe entire pattern with clarity. Observers therefore take
responsibilfty to note events in a certain part of the pattern, as
shown in Figure A-2. Redundancy is provided between observers, for
the sake of reliability and correlation. Finally, for purposes of
correlation, each observer notes the physical appearance (color,
wing-type) of each aircraft and gives the last three alphanumerics
of the tail number whenever possible. In cluster situations,
context is used for descripticn. Binoculars are provided for help
in identification. The only equipment these observers need, then,
are tape recorders, wrist watches and binoculars.

Two observers corresponding to positions A and B in Figure A-1 are
needed for speed and position measurement. The measurements are
made for aircraft on downwind as they approach threshold, thus
getting ready to turn base. The fixed, known lines of sight (see
Figure A-l) required by the method are provided by the use of
surveying transits, one for each line of sight. Figure A-3 shows
the positions of the observers, A & B, and the set up of their
transits Tl, TZ and T3. A monitors Tl, T2 and B monitors T3. Each
transit-telescope is fixed in azimuth, but free to move in the
vertical plane. Thus, each provides a fixed vertical plane,
corresponding to Ll, L2 and L3 in Figure A-1.

A and B have a tape recorder each. On these are recorded transit
crossings of aircraft, again in real time: i.e., the tape recorders
are continuously operated, to be played back later for extracting
the time information. (Example: "Low wing aircraft approaching
Transit #1 - HACK". The HACK corresponds to the aircraft crossing
the vertical line In the telescope.) Time of transit-crossings can,
in principle, be obtained more accurately than the accuracies of
playback and correlation allow. These observers a:e therefore each
provided with a raIio receiver receiving a continuous time signal
from WWV (a beep each second and time of day each minute). This is
being recorded on their tapes in the background. In addition they
are equipped with a pair of walkie-talkles. A transmits all his
information on transit crossivgs to B. B thus has a record of all
three transit times on his tape, improviyig accuracy of difference
measurements and greatly helping correlation of aircraft in hectic
traffic conditions.

A & B's positions are known accurately with respect to the runway.
Calibrations are made at the cinclualon of experiment for the actual
angles at which the transits were aimed. For calibration of speed
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and distance measurements, two test flights by a test pilot are
made, the pilot flying at known airspeeds and over known landmarks.

A.3 The Data Reduction

Data on the voice tape obtained from each observer is first
transcribed into raw data about events in particular geographical
sections of the traffic assigned to each observer. This data is
correlated to yield raw data on all events of each track observed
in the area. A "track"* is defined as the path of an aircraft from
initial acquisition up to the point of crossing threshold to land
(for circulating or arriving aircraft) or up to the point at which
last seen (for aircraft departing from the runway). Thus, an
aircraft arriving from outside the airport, doing 4 circulating
patterns (by touch and go's or otherwise) and then leaving the
airport, contributes 1 + 4 + 1 = 6 tracks in this model. Each
airc-aft never landing at the airport (an "over flight") yields 1
track. Each track is represented by a series of concatenations of
straight and curved flight paths called profile. All speed changes
are assumed to take place in the straight sections. All turn
sections are assumed to be atconstant speed and constant bank angles.
Since a wind of at least 10 knots was present for both experiments,
the turns were not circular in reality. The approximation to
represent the flight during a turn is shown in Figure A-4. AB is
the acutal path of the aircraft. Time in AB = TTURN. Vl, V2 are
ground speeds of the aircraft. WD is the wind speed, assumed to be
along V2. AB is approximated by one circular sectioii AC of duration
TTURN at speed VI and a straight section of duration DT with

.V2-Vl. i
acceleration (-T----) where DT = (WD/(V + t D)).TTURN. The time DT

is taken up from the straight section that follows turn AB. This
scheme yields Lhe exact coordinate and velocity values at A and B
after approximation. The errors introduced are reflected in the
time DT and the values during turn. For the environment in question,
these are acceptable.

The basic scheme of speed changes assume' in the pattern is shown
in Figure A-5. This was tailored as nec(ýssary if other factors
(fit or minimum speeds) required changes in a particular track.

As for turn angles, rectangular turns are assumed to start with,
unless otherwise known as in cases of entry on downwind. Projections
through each section are made to see discrepancies in known positions

See Glossary
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STRAIGHT SECTION OF APPROXIMATION

[.-DT7• CIRCUIAR SECTION
V2 OF APPROXIMATION

SB WD

A

VI, V2 ARE GROUND SPEEDS
WD IS WIND SPEED
V2 - VI + WD
TTURN - ACTUAL TIME OF TURN
DT = (WD/V + 1/2 WD)-TTURN

FIGURE A-4
APPROXIMATION OF A TURN IN PRESENCE OF WIND
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WIND Veil= WD

SPD

VI I 2WD I
SPD- WD

v iq OSD 2W

1
A!

SPD = MEASUREI) GROUND SPEED OF
AIRCRAFT ON DOW"WTND

WD = ý'NOWN WIND SPEED

V0  = ASSUMED CUJTBOUND GROUND SIEED
(80 + 2) - WD

V, = ,SSUMED INBOUND GROUND SPEED
(70 + 10) WD

FIGURF A-5

ASSUMED PROFILE FOR C-HOLIND SPýL D CHANGES IN THE FATTEhA
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(downwind at threshold, threshold at landing). Angles are adjusted
until, an exact fit to known positions is obtained. Note that a fit
implies specific positions at specific time. Any known information
from observers' descriptions of the flight is incorporated to make
this fit as realistic as possible.

Mien all tracks arp fitted, they contain exact flight-plan type data
(in their "profiles"). A reasonable profile for altitude changes is
assumed for each aircraft, based on qualitative observations of
observers. Each such track, represented by one horizontal and one
vertical profile, is now translated into a 4-second scan data set.
All these data points are then Eorted on absolute time to yield a
4-second scan picture of the entire traffic.

The resulting "model" is tested for uanusual]y close encounters. The
criterion used to find these "unisually close" encountecS is as
follows:

S~ RANGE I(ALTSEP < 300 FELT) & (RANGE <80EE

AGE SEC!RANGE < 800 FEET).

where ALTSEP = Vertical. Separation; RANGE = Relative Hor17,jnt.al Range.

For aircraft pairs vloJ.nting these crlteria, individual profiles are
studied and altered as, necessary to eliminate the construction
induced violations. Such a cleanup was only necessary for MANASSAS-HI.
Out of its 79 total trna-.ks, 10 were foumd to violatc. thezse criteria in
the ftrst cut of the mnodel. ThcŽy required minor alterations in turn
angles or specds to yield the cleaned data set nou named MANASSAS-II.
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APPENDIX B

ACCURACY OF THE MODELS

This section contains estimates of how closely the models approximate
the traffic actually ooserved.

B.l Overall Accuracy

Factors that affect the overall accuracy of the models can be
identified as follows:

. Accukacy of time-of-event observations

. Accuracy of the turn approximation

. Accuia..y of speed and 1'ositior measurements on downwind

. Accuracy of assumed speed changes

. Accuracy of assumed headings.

We now discuss these in turn.

Times of events (such as crossing tCi -esho,'d) are observable at
about 2 sec (io value) accuracy. At 70 knots, the error at crossing
threshold is 220 ft (I- value).

The time-inaccuracy introduced in the turn appreximation for a 10
knooL wind for a 90 knot aircraft turning for 10 seconds is 1 sec.
Since there is a 2 sec error in noting the time of turn event
itself, the net error is \5 = 2.3 sec. At 150 ft/sec, this implies
a position error of 350 feet.

Section 1.) provides a detailed analysis of the accuracy cf. -peed
and position measurements on downwind. Speed errors (gaussfan) of
4 knots (i•) and position errors of 220 ft (1a) are estimated for
these measurements.

When downwind speed is known (as in MANASSAS-II) speeds everywhere
else in the pattern are estimated to be accurate to within 10 knots
(i value). In MANASSAS-l, this same value is estimated at 20 knots.

The largest inaccuracies in headings occur for entering aircraft
before they cross threshold on downwind and for departing aircraft
after then turn off crosswind. (And of course, fur over-i lights).
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In the remaining sections of the pattern, iaiaccuracies in heading
are a function of the overall "fit" and hence depend upon the
inac=urak:ies mentioned above.

B.2 Accuracy Estimate of Downwind Speed and Position Measurements

Let Y be the downwind offset and VX the X component of speed on down-

-And, at thresbold. Referring to Section A and Figure A-i, we have:

Y T2-T D.coto
T3-TI

DT3-Ti

where D - distance between transits Ti and T3
8 angle between transits r] and T2.

For MANASSkS-II, D = 1212 feet; 0 200, nominally

Hence,

Y= (T2-Ti) 1212 • cotO (1)
(T3-Ti)

vx - 1212 (2)
X -' T3-Tl

Calibrations made for the lines of sight and by test flights require
some modification of these formulae. T.e 1ines of sight were not at
exactly 900 and 70' as required. Instead Li, L2 and L3 were at
90.25%, 69.80 and 88.340 respectively. The slight deviations can be
accounted for by a division factor of 1.0246. The calibration flight
provided speed and distance Lnat would be consistent with these
formulae, if the measured speed was multiplied by 0.9275. (This may
be seen as a fixed bias of 7%, affezting all measurements in the
same direction.) Thus, both equations (1) and (2) need to be

0.9275
multiplied by j1.0246 yiel

Y 2" -- 2987 feet
T3-Tl

-109/

VX T3-T9 feet per second
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Use of radio-synchronized time signals makes it possible to measure
time-differences (T3-TI) and T2-Tl) to within 0.15 seconds. (T3-T1)
and (T2-Tl) are both of the order of 10 seconds. Errors in Y and VX
are therefore given by

y= 3% of Y

CV T1.5% of VX

For Y = 4800' and VX = 160 ft/sec, this yields

150 feet

C VX 2.5 feet/sec

The uncertainty in the direction of the track independently affects
the accuracy to which Y and speed are known. In Figure A-1, PQR is
the true track. All the above estimates, however, have been made
assuming PIQIR as the true track. Thus QQI is the error in Y
resulting from the track angle a. -et AY = QQI" Then

AY = (Y tan 0 - D) * tan a

and if V is the true speed, then

AV = (V-VX) - VX * (sec a - 1)

At V - 156 ft/sec, Y = 4800', D 1200', 0 = 20' and a = 15%,

AY - 150 feet

(II)
and AV - 6 feet/sec.

If a - 15' be a lu value, then equations (II) simply reflect the l-
errors caused by this uncei-tainty in aircraft track heading.

ThIi valuesa given by eq, ttions (I) and (ii) can be root mean squared
to yield the Io values of arrors in downwind offset Y and speed V.

.'V1502 + 150" - 220 feet

V + 2.5 6.5 feet/sec 4 knots

Note that there exists a separate 7% fixed bias error, affecting all
Y and V values in tile same direction,.



APPENDIX C

GLOSSARY AND EXPLANATION OF TERMS

Airport Operation: A landing, a take off or an over flight.
(A touch and go thus contributes two
operations.)

Circulating Pattern: A flight such that an aircraft takes off
and lands at the runway without ever
leaving the airspace. See Diagram A in
Figure C-1.

Continuous Flight: A continuous flight ends only when an
aircraft leaves the airspace or lands
and e~ther joins the departure que or
leaves for good. Thus, an aircraft
executing five circulating patterns by
touch and go's, joining the departure
que and making another circulating
pattern contributes only two continuous
flights.

Track: A track is the smallest logical, flight
an aircraft may have in the airspace.
A track ends everytime an aircraft
crosses the threshold to land or leaves
the airspace. A track begins when an
aircraft enters the airspace or when it

takes off from runway. Figure C-1 shows
types of tracks that are common.

An aircraft coming from afar, doing a
touch and go and one pattern and then
leaving the runway thus contributes
three tracks but only one continuous
flight. An aircraft doing ten patterns
all by touch and go's, contributes ten
tracks but only one continuous flight.

A track contributes one operation except
for a circulating pattern, where it con-

tributes two operations.

t Traffic Pattern Section See Figu e C-2.

Abbreviations:

CAS Collision Avoidance System
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I)I

DWET

BSET DWDT

/JDW

BSE XWD
D EPT

FNLT XWDT

LANDING DEPARTURE END

THRESHOLD

TOF - TAKEOFF LEG XWDT - TURN TO CROSSWIND
XWD - CROSSWIND LEG DEPT - TURN TO DEPARTURE LEG

DFP - DEPARTURE LEG DWET - TURN TO DOWNWIND FROM ENTRY LEG
ENT - ENTRY LEG DWDT - TURN TO DOWNWIND FROM XWD
DWD - DOWNWIND LEG BSET - TURN TO BASE

BSE - BASE LEG FNLT - TURN TO FINAL
FNL - FINAL LEG

FIGURE C-2
ABBREVIATIONS FOR PATTERN Sr!CTIONS
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Regular Track: A track that conforms to the standard
left hand pattern.

Irregular Track: A track that does not conform to the
standard left hand pattern.

True Detection: A conflict detection where the detection
first occurs in immediate temporal
vicinity of the time when an aircraft
involved in this conflict is actually
observed making an escape maneuver.

Predictive Detection: If a detection first occurs 1 to 3
scans (i.e., 4 to 12 seconds) ahead of
the time when an aircraft is actually
observed maneuvering, it is called a
Predictive Detection.

False Alarm: An alarm issued when the conflict is
not "true" by the above definition.
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APPENDIX D

DATA FORMATS

The data for each model exists on tapes. MANASSAS-I data is cn Tape
#293 and MANASSAS-II on Tape #008 in the MITRE/Washington Computing
Center. The tapes are unlabelled, CMS compatible data sets written
under the VM operating system.

The data set exists in the form of a series of 4 sec. scan pictures
of the airspace, sorted on time, one record per aircraft. Each
record is 40 bytes long and is written in the following PL/I
structure:

1 AC STATIC
2 TIME BINARY FIXED (31),
2 ID CHAR (7),
2 FLG BIT (8),
2 XAC BIN FLOAT,
2 YAC BIN FLOAT,
2 ZAC BIN FLOAT,
2 GSPD BIN FLOAT,
2 XD BIN FLOAT,
2 YD BIN FLOAT,
"2 ZD BIN FLOZT,

The variables are described below:

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION FIELD LENGTH IN # OF BYTES

TIME Absolute time in seconds 4
ID Aircraft IL. 7
FLG (An empty field) 1

XAC X-coordinate of aircraft in nml. 4

YAC Y-coordInate of aircraft in nmi. 4

ZAC Altitude of aircraft in feet 4
(MSL)

GSPD Ground speed In nni/sec. 4

XL X-coordinate of ground speed 4
in nmi/sec.

YD Y-coordinte of ground speed 4
in nml/sec.

ZD 4Vertical s wod in fet/sec

"IT"l'ALL 40
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The coordinate system used is shown in Figure D-1. RWY 34 is used
as the Y-axis and as the reference direction for bearings. The
origin is at the center of the runway.
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FIGURE D-1
THE COORDINATE SYS fEM
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